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BA – University of Richmond

Campaign Statement

Dear Professional Valuators of ASA,

I have been less involved in recent years after reaching the pinnacle of my professional appraisal career as president of a national appraisal organization; an apex that is only achievable with the help and support of many people along the way.

My thought of late was to graciously withdraw from national involvement, but help and support from the sidelines if asked. Suddenly, that has all changed. I have recently been asked to consider the position of regional governor for region 1 in which I have accepted.

My campaign statement is a simple one. "I’d vote for you if you were running." It appears my words are effortless; on the contrary there is meaning behind them. Volunteers are difficult to recruit, even if the cause is a good one. I am under the impression that there are few who are in the running for the ASA regional 1 governorship. For those running, all are equally qualified because of their willingness to serve as a volunteer shows a depth of the commitment we all possess. That is why I would vote for you if you were running, because the heart of a volunteer is immeasurable.

I hope to make a difference as your regional governor by continuing to support the significance of ASA.

Louis A. Bonato, ASA-RP, IFA